
245 00 Bingebox #10 :|bIndiana Jones.  

246 3  Binge box #10 :|bIndiana Jones.  

264  1 Newport, RI :|bNewport Public Library,|c2018.  

300    4 videodiscs :|bsound, color ;|c4 3/4 in.  

500    Each bingebox is lent as a single unit. Limit 1 box per  

       patron at a time. Other loan rules: 3-week borrowing  

       period, no holds, no renewals, $2/day overdue fine.  

505 0  |tKingdom of the Crystal Skull --|tLast Crusade -- 

       |tRaiders of the lost ark --|tTemple of Doom.  

520    Temple of doom: Indiana Jones, his sidekick Short Round,  

       and nightclub singer Willie Scott go from high-flying  

       action above the Himalayas to a nail-biting runaway mine  

       car chase and finally a spine-tingling escape from a  

       fortress-like mine in India while on the trail of a sacred 

       stone.  

520    Raiders of the lost ark: Indiana Jones and his feisty ex- 

       flame Marion Ravenwood dodge booby-traps, fight Nazis and  

       stare down snakes in their incredible worldwide quest for  

       the mystical Ark of the Covenant.  

520    Last crusade: Indy's Nazi enemies are back and have  

       kidnapped his father, Professor Henry Jones, Sr. to get  

       help in their search for the Holy Grail. Following a trail 

       from America to Venice to the deserts of the Middle East,  

       it's up to Indy to save his father, save the Grail and  

       save the day.  

520    Kingdom of the crystal skull: Indy tries to outrace a  

       brilliant and beautiful agent for the mystical, all- 

       powerful Crystal Skull of Akator. Teaming up with a  

       rebellious young biker and his spirited love Marion, Indy  

       takes you on a breathtaking, action-packed adventure.  

521    MPAA ratings: Kingdom of the crystal skull: PG-13 ; Last  

       crusade: PG-13 ; Raiders of the lost ark: PG ; Temple of  

       doom: PG.  

650  0 Indiana Jones films.  

650  0 Archaeologists|vDrama.  

650  0 Jones, Indiana (Fictitious character)|vDrama.  

655  7 Action and adventure films.|2lcgft  

700 1  Williams, John,|d1932-  

700 1  Capshaw, Kate.  

700 1  Lucas, George,|d1944-  

700 1  Ford, Harrison,|d1942-  

700 1  Spielberg, Steven,|d1946-  

710 2  Paramount Home Entertainment (Firm)  

710 2  Lucasfilm, Ltd.  

710 2  Paramount Pictures Corporation.  

730 0  Indiana Jones and the kingdom of the crystal skull (Motion 

       picture)  

730 0  Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade (Motion picture)  

730 0  Raiders of the lost ark (Motion picture)  

730 0  Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom (Motion picture)  

 


